
Step 1 Step 2

Place the Wall Niche in position. Check the wall 
niche is level, and fix timber battens to secure 
the Wall Niche in place. 

The surrounding wall should be covered using 
a suitable insulating tilebacker board, fixed 
securely in accordance with the manufacturers 
instructions.

Preformed Wall Niches are 120mm deep and 
can be cut to suit the depth of the wall.

Various sizes available
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Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Once all the boards are securely fastened, if 
necessary, mark the wall niche to identify the 
depth of cut required.

Using a hand saw, cut the excess off the Wall 
Niche. Once trimmed, sand down the edges to 
a smooth finish ready for fitting & waterproofing.

NOTE: The Wall Niche should sit completely 
flush to the boards, once inserted into the wall.

Place the Wall Niche into the wall, checking it 
is level with the surrounding board. Once level, 
securely fasten with washers and screws.

Once the Wall Niche is fitted, it is essential that 
a suitable waterproofing system is applied over 
all joints and abutments. Ensure the Wall Niche 
is fully waterproof before tiles are applied. 

It is important that all joints, abutments and 
fixings to the surrounding tile backer boards are 
also waterproofed.
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Building Regulations
All information is given as guidance and if adhered to will perform as intended. We fully guarantee the quality of our products, however, as we do not 
have knowledge of site conditions or the capability of the installer, we cannot accept liability for damage which may arise due to a result of incorrect 
installation. The information and advice provided by PCS does not override nor supersede building regulations. It is the responsibility of the user to 
seek professional guidance to ensure PCS products are compatible for their intended use and that the products comply with building regulations.


